
Attack on the 
Burrow
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First of all detach the top part of the house and install with this lighting parts



Take off the shown parts

Install the black lighting plate as shown
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Stuck the wire in between the studs then restore the parts removed before
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Install the 1x2 to the end of the brick then restore it



Place the remain lighting plates to the lower level
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Then install then as shown



Now place the wire next to connector under the bed
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Now the top part is done

Split the house in this way to install the lights
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Take out the candles and the lamp post, replace the parts by this lighting parts

Restore the candles and lamp, place the lighting plate at the middle
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Restore the top, stable the lighting plate from last step

Now take this lighting parts out
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Install the 1x4 on top of the front door

For the tan lighting plate next to it, remove the orange parts, install it as shown then put
the orange part back
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Replace the fire in the fireplace by the lighting part

Then it’s turn for the last lighting parts
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Install the tan plates next to the connector to the 2nd floor 
Need to install it exactly as its shown

Then install the 1x2 brown and the 1x4 tan next to the brown
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Then install the last 1x4 tan

After that install the plates to the floor below it
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Now connect the wires with the other lighting parts
For the wire connecting the USB port, remove the 1x3 brick in the red circle then pass 
the wire through the hole

At last combine the building with the top and connect the wires
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For more AMAZING LED Light Kits visit

www.brickloot.com


